
Chapter 6069 

 

Early the next morning. 

 

Charlie made an appointment with Nanako and drove to the Champs-Élysées 

together. 

 

He was going to take her to the Mid-Levels Villa, 

 

Where he would let her concentrate on improving her control of spiritual energy, 

 

While he himself had to bring the completed oral liquid. 

 

Distribute it to all martial arts students. 

 

At the same time, Steve Routhchild had already crossed the ocean on a private 

plane, 

 

And was getting closer to Aurous Hill, with only a few hours of flight left. 

 

When Charlie was still on the road, Mateo said to more than 400 martial arts 

students who were practicing in the morning: 

 

“Everyone, let me tell you some good news.” 

 



“Master Wade will come over to meet you later.” 

 

“According to Master Wade, he has prepared gifts and will give them to you 

personally later.” 

 

After hearing this, all the martial arts students were extremely excited. 

 

Aoxue, Ruoli, members of the He family, and members of the Cataclysmic Front 

all knew that Charlie had a good medicine that could improve the cultivation of 

fighters. 

 

Although Romana, who came from afar, lacked understanding of this, 

 

Since she came to China, she has always been thinking about Charlie in her heart, 

 

And somehow she always looked forward to seeing him. 

 

Hearing that Charlie was coming here, 

 

Romana was already feeling nervous and looking forward to it. 

 

After Charlie sent Nanako to the Mid-Levels Villa, 

 

He brought the oral liquid to the Champs-Élysées. 

 



Orvel and Issac were already waiting outside the door. 

 

They also prepared a trolley in advance according to Charlie’s orders. 

 

Seeing Issac, Charlie smiled and asked him: 

 

“When did Old Chen arrive?” 

 

Issac replied: “Back to the young master,” 

 

“This subordinate rushed back this morning.” 

 

Charlie nodded lightly and said, 

 

“It just so happens that today There is a dinner party at noon.” 

 

“When I finish my work here, you and Orvel will join me.” 

 

Orvel already knew that the second-in-command of the Routhchild family would 

be entertained, 

 

At Classic Mansion at noon today, 

 

But Issac was not aware of it yet. 

 



Hearing that Charlie wanted him to attend the dinner with him, 

 

He immediately said without asking any questions: 

 

“Okay, young master.” 

 

Charlie asked Orvel again: “Has everyone gathered?” 

 

Orvel said hurriedly: “Everyone is there, master.” 

 

“They are waiting for you at the martial arts hall!” 

 

“Okay.” Charlie nodded and said, “Hurry up and get there.” 

 

Orvel quickly took the initiative to push the cart filled with oral liquid, 

 

And together with Issac, followed Charlie to the Martial Arts Hall. 

 

At this time, in the martial arts hall, hundreds of martial arts students wearing 

uniform training uniforms were sitting cross-legged and waiting. 

 

Everyone was sitting horizontally and vertically, neatly, while Mateo was sitting 

cross-legged on the teaching platform alone. 

 



The moment Issac pushed the door open, everyone looked sideways and saw 

Charlie walking in. 

 

Everyone immediately stood up in unison, stood up straight, and paid attention to 

Charlie. 

 

Among them, the way Romana looked at Charlie was full of surprise and 

excitement that could not be concealed. 

 

Mateo walked a few steps towards Charlie, came to him, and said respectfully: 

 

“Master Wade, the disciples are waiting for you, please say a few words to 

everyone!” 

 

Charlie nodded and walked up to the teaching platform and said in a loud voice: 

 

“Everyone, the road to martial arts is a long one.” 

 

“My fundamental motivation for establishing this martial arts training base and 

inviting Master Mateo here to teach you is that,” 

 

“I hope that through these efforts, I can, to a certain extent, speed up your 

progress in martial arts.” 

 

“I wonder how you actually feel about this place after experiencing it personally 

for a period of time?” 



 

“Is this place helpful to your cultivation?” 

 

The people in the audience answered in unison: “Yes!” 

 

Someone among them said loudly: 

 

“Not only yes, but it is of great benefit!” 

 

“Yes! The improvement is indeed huge!” 

 

“My personal understanding of martial arts has also suddenly become 

enlightened!” 

 

Romana among the people also mustered up the courage and said loudly: 

 

“After coming here, practicing can be said to be twice the result with half the 

effort!” 


